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ABSTRACT In the Internet of Things (IoT), a wireless sensor network (WSN) is deployed for collecting

the interesting data of an application field. Sensor nodes in an IoT WSN are usually with the heterogeneous

property. Some nodes have more power (energy) and additional functionality (e.g., data aggregation) than

others. Cluster-based routing is usually used in WSNs for data transmissions due to efficiently routing

consideration. Based on cluster-based routing, the cluster heads (CHs) act as the sensed data forwarding

role. Once one or more CHs fail, the faulty CHs cannot forward the sensed data of their serving sensor

nodes. As a result, the sink node (gateway) has not sufficient sensed data of the IoT application field. This

will deeply affect the information processing of the IoT applications. We utilize the virtual CH formation and

flow graphmodeling to efficiently tolerate the failures of CHs. First, the available resources of all failure-free

CHs are logically organized as a virtual CH to be the common backup of all faulty CHs. Then, the flow graph

modeling is used to achieve fault tolerance with the minimum total energy consumption among all failure-

free CHs. Finally, we perform extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in the

fault-tolerant routing of the IoT WSNs.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Things (IoT), wireless sensor networks (WSN), cluster based routing, fault

tolerance, flow graph algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) applications have been rapidly devel-

oped in various fields such as smart home, healthcare, envi-

ronmental monitoring, industrial control, intelligent transport

systems, etc [1]. For an IoT application, a wireless sensor

networks (WSN) is usually deployed to collect the sensed

data of the IoT application field [2]. Sensor nodes are first

scattered in the IoT application field. Then, the sensor nodes

periodically send back their sensed data to the sink (gateway)

node of the WSN. Next, the sink node further processes the

collected data in order to produce useful information for

the IoT application. A lot of WSN routing protocols have

been proposed to perform the sensed data transmissions from

sensor nodes to the sink node. Those routing protocols can

be classified to two categories: flat and cluster based routing

protocols. Compared to the flat based routing protocols,

the cluster based routing protocols have the advantage on

the routing energy consumption [3]–[7]. In the cluster based

routing protocols, all sensor nodes are divided into a number

of clusters. For the sensor nodes within the same cluster, one

sensor node is selected as the cluster head (CH) and others

are the members of the cluster. The CH acts as an important

routing role which assists all members in the same cluster to

transmit their sensed data to the sink node via a one-hop or

multi-hop transmissions. The members do not directly trans-

mit sensed data to the sink node. Due to the routing assistance

by the CH, members can save routing energy expenditure.

However, sensor nodes are usually small-size electronic

devices equipped with limited power battery. After exhaust-

ing the battery energy, sensor nodeswill not work. In addition,

the hardware and software components of sensor nodes may

frequently malfunction, especially when sensor nodes are

deployed in the uncontrollable and harsh environments [8].

If a failure occurs in a CH, all serving members of the faulty

CH cannot transmit their sensed data to the sink node via

the faulty CH. As a result, the sink node has not enough

amount of sensed data used for producing the necessary

information of the IoT application. For providing reliable
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IoT applications, the fault tolerance of CHs is very important

issue for IoT WSNs.

There have been a number of studies discussing the fault-

tolerant issue of the CH for WSNs [9]–[16]. In the fault-

tolerant WSN literature, the existing approaches are based

on two basic methods to tolerate the faulty CH: generation

based and join based. In the generation based method, if a

CH fails, one of its members will be designated as the newCH

to serve other members continuously. The join based method

does not generate a new CH. Instead, it makes the members

of the faulty CH to be served by one or more existing failure-

free CHs. In an IoT WSN, sensor nodes have heterogeneous

property [17]. Some sensor nodes have larger amount of

energy and additional functionality (e.g. data aggregation)

than normal sensor nodes. The above first basic method is

not applicable for fault tolerance of the IoT WSN with het-

erogeneous property. If a new CH is generated from serving

members (normal sensor nodes), the newCH has not plentiful

energy and data aggregation functionality.

In this paper, we will propose a new approach for dealing

with the CH failures of IoT WSNs. The new approach adopts

the concept of the join based method. If a CH fails, all its

serving members are managed by existing failure-free CHs.

However, the join based method does not concern the follow-

ing problems: 1) Pre-verifying the fault-tolerant capability,

2) Distributing the fault-tolerant load, and 3) Minimizing

the total fault-tolerant cost. In the first problem, the fault-

tolerant capability is verified for determining whether the

IoT application requirement can be sustained or degraded.

The second problem is particularly concerned when there is

heavy transmission load in each CH of the IoTWSN. If a CH

fails, the corresponding transmission load cannot be taken

over by a failure-free CH alone. The third problem is for

expecting that failure-free CHs do not incur large overhead

due to fault tolerance. To cope with the above three prob-

lems, we propose two techniques in our new fault-tolerant

approach: virtual CH and flow-bipartite graph. The virtual

CH is formed by organizing the available energy of all failure-

free CHs. With the virtual CH, we can estimate the average

number of sensed data able to be transmitted from each

failure-free CH. By verifying the estimated number, we can

determine whether the transmission capability of the IoT

WSNs can still meet the IoT application requirement. Then,

a flow-bipartite graph is modelled for finding an optimal

flow based pairs between faulty CHs and failure-free CHs.

By following the flow based pairs, a faulty CH can be tol-

erated by two more failure-free CHs to achieve the fault-

tolerant load distribution. In addition, we can also obtain

the minimum total energy consumption in the normal and

fault-tolerant sensed data transmissions. Finally, we perform

extensively simulation experiments to compare the proposed

new approach with other approaches in various performance

metrics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The

WSN model and related fault-tolerate work are supplied in

Section 2. Section 3 elaborates the proposed approach for

tolerating CH failures in the IoT WSN. Section 4 evalu-

ates the performance of the proposed approach. Finally,

Section 5 concludes the manuscript.

II. PRELIMINARIES

This section describes the background materials of this paper.

A systemmodel of an IoTWSN is first given. Then, we intro-

duce awell-known cluster based routing protocol: low-energy

adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [18]. This protocol

is used to understand that our approach is how to assist a

cluster based routing protocol to achieve fault tolerance. Our

fault-tolerant approach can be applied to other cluster-based

routing protocols, not only LEACH. Next, we review a lot of

existing cluster based fault-tolerant approaches.

FIGURE 1. A Clustered WSN Model.

A. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a set of sensor nodes and a sink node deployed

in a two-dimensional field, as shown in Fig.1. There are two

types of sensor nodes: normal and powerful sensor nodes.

Compared to the normal sensor node, the powerful sensor

node has more power (energy) and the data aggregation

functionality. By dividing sensor nodes into two categories,

the WSN field is correspondingly partitioned into a number

of sub-fields (clusters).Within each cluster, a powerful sensor

node acts as the cluster head (CH) role. The other powerful

and normal sensor nodes in the same cluster are the members.

The sensed data of a member is through its serving CH to the

sink node. After collecting the sensed data of all sensor nodes,

the sink node further processes those data to provide useful

information for an IoT application. In addition, we also make

the WSN of the IoT with the following properties.

• The sensor nodes and sink nodes are deployed at fixed

locations.

• With the fixed location, the distance dist between any

two sensor nodes or one sensor node and one sink node

can be calculated as follows.

dist =

√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2 (1)

where (x1, y1) is the location of the first node, and

(x2, y2) is the location of the second node.
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• The transmission range of a sensor node can be changed

by adjusting the power level of the node [19]–[21].

• The failure of a CH can be detected by members of the

faulty CH and the sink node. The members know the

CH failure due to not receiving the acknowledgment of

the sensed data or the beacon from the faulty CH [9].

The sink node can know the CH failure by the absence

of the sensed data sent from the faulty CH for a period

of time. This failure detection is also made in [12]. The

failure of a CH node can be detected by the sink nodes

and the serving members. The sink node can know the

CH failures by the absence of the sensed data from the

faulty CH [12]. The members knows the CH failure due

to not receiving the acknowledgment of the sensed data

or the bacon from the faulty CH [9].

• The sink node is not a sensor node which is the destina-

tion of each sensed data [21]. In cluster-based routing,

the energy information of CHs can be appended on the

sensed data to be known by the sink node. After collect-

ing the sensed data, the sink node further processes the

data to provide desired application information [1]. The

sink node can be also regarded as a gateway [2] without

the limited amount and size in energy and memory.

It can perform complicated computations. Unlike sensor

nodes, the sink node has not the limited amount and size

in its energy supply and memory, respectively. It can

perform complicated computations.

B. CLUSTER BASED ROUTING PROTOCOLS

There have been many cluster based routing protocols, which

can efficiently transmit sensed data from sensor nodes to the

sink node [3]–[7]. The basic idea of a cluster based routing

protocol is to divide sensor nodes into a number of clus-

ters. In each cluster, a sensor node is selected as the cluster

head (CH). Then, each CH broadcasts an advertisement mes-

sage to the rest of sensor nodes to invite them as the cluster

members. Each member directly sends the sensed data to

its serving CH. Then, the CH aggregates the received data

and forwards the sensed data to the sink node directly or

indirectly.

The protocol of low energy adaptive clustering hierar-

chy (LEACH) [18] is the first proposed cluster routing pro-

tocol. LEACH is operated based on the round unit. In the

beginning of a round, a number of clusters are first formed.

Then, each cluster selects a sensor node as the CH hole. The

LEACH expects that each sensor node takes the role of CH

in different runs. Except CHs, other sensor nodes will select

their closest CHs to join the corresponding clusters as mem-

bers. Then, each CH makes a TDMA (time division multiple

access) schedule to arrange the intra-cluster transmissions

of its serving members. The length of a round contains a

number of TDMA transmission schedules (durations). At the

end of a round, clusters are re-established in next new round.

The above operations are repeated in the new round. Many

variations of LEACH protocol and other types of cluster

routing protocols have been proposed in [3]–[7]. They have

similar operations with LEACH.

C. RELATED WORK

In the cluster based routing protocols, the CH acts a very

important role in sensed data transmissions. The fault toler-

ance of CH failure has been discussed in a lot of literature.

In [9] and [10], once a failure occurs in a CH, each member

of the faulty CH (failure-affected member) can detect the

failure due to not receiving the acknowledgement message.

Each failure-affectedmembermi re-selects a backupCH from

neighboring clusters by broadcasting a help message within

its communication range. If more than one neighboring CH

respond, the neighboring CH closest to mi will be selected

as the best backup CH. Similar to [9] and [10], the fault-

tolerant idea of joining existing CH is also adopted by [11].

In addition to the proximity to the existing CH, the resid-

ual energy, distance to the sink node, number of serving

members are also considered in the backup CH selection.

In the above fault-tolerant approaches, if there are too many

failure-affected members, it will introduce the help message

explosive problem. Moreover, each failure-affected mem-

ber may select a different backup CH. The sensed data of

such failure-affected members cannot be aggregated together.

To cope with the possible message explosive problem and

the non-data aggregation problem, the work of [12] suggested

two fault-tolerant solutions. One is that the sink node initiates

re-clustering of entireWSN. However, this solution is lengthy

and involves all sensor nodes. The cheaper solution is to select

an existing CH alone to serve the failure-affected members of

a faulty CH and aggregate their sensed data. The details of the

appropriate backup CH selection is not elaborated in [12].

In [13], the proposed fault-tolerant algorithm avoids

increasing the workloads of existing CHs. The algorithm

generates a new CH from the failure-affected members based

on their remaining energy. The node with the largest remain-

ing energy will be designated as the new CH instead of the

faulty CH. The similar fault-tolerant method is also applied

in [14]–[16]. However, [14] has the special characteristic in

the two-level cluster formation to reduce transmission burden

on CHs. The special work of [15] is on the identification

of overlapped nodes. If two sensor nodes has the similar

responsible coverage areas, the two nodes are the overlapped

nodes with each node. One of the overlapped nodes gets into

the sleep mode to remain energy. When a CH fails, the nodes

with the sleep mode are waken up to participate the new

CH selection. The unique characteristic of [16] uses genetic

algorithm to select one or more failure-affected members as

the new CH. In the genetic algorithm, the coverage area of

a failure-affected member and the residual energy are two

important parameters. In the above generation based fault-

tolerant approaches, the newCHmay be a normal sensor node

without plentiful energy and the data aggregation functional-

ity. In such a case, the new CH will quickly run out of its

energy to re-select a new CH again.
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III. PROPOSED FAULT-TOLERANT APPROACH

In this section, we propose a new fault-tolerant routing

approach for IoT WSNs. The approach can enhance the

join based fault-tolerant method with the three features men-

tioned in Section I: fault-tolerant capability pre-verification,

fault-tolerant load distribution, and fault-tolerant cost

minimization.

FIGURE 2. The basic idea of the proposed approach.

A. BASIC IDEA

To achieve the above three features, we design two techniques

in our approach: virtual CH and flow-bipartite graph. The

basic idea of the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2.

When some CHs fail, the failure event can be detected by

the sink node (see subsection II-A). Due to periodically

transmitting sensed data between a CH and the sink node,

the sink node can also obtain the residual energy information

of each CH. Additionally, the sink node has not the limited

energy and memory problem (see subsection II-A). The sink

node can perform complicated operations to logically form

a virtual CH using the obtained available energy informa-

tion. Based on the virtual CH, the sink node pre-verify the

maximum fault-tolerant capability offered by all failure-free

CHs. Then, the sink node models a flow-bipartite graph to

represent all fault-tolerant possibilities between faulty CHs

and failure-free CHs. Given the calculated maximum fault-

tolerant capability to the graph, the sink node determines

the optimal fault-tolerant transmission pairs between faulty

CHs and failure-free CHs. Finally, the sink node passes the

fault-tolerant information to failure-free CHs to take over

respective corresponding faulty CHs. The details of the two

key techniques will be elaborated in next two subsections.

B. VIRTUAL CH

In our approach, we first logically generate a virtual CH

on the sink node based on the total available energy of all

failure-free CHs, as shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(a), the two

faulty CHs are tolerated by the virtual CH. The virtual CH is

logically constituted by the three failure-free CHs. In addition

to failure-affected members, the virtual CH also needs to

transmit the sensed data of the sensor nodes originally served

by failure-free CHs (the sensed data of failure-free members).

We also adopt a virtual super frame structure to represent

all the sensed data of the failure-free and failure-affected

members in the virtual CH, as shown in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(b),

FIGURE 3. The organization of the virtual CH and structure of a virtual
super frame. (a) Virtual CH. (b) Virtual super frame.

the virtual super frame is constituted by the sensed data of six

failure-free members and four failure-affected members.

Note that the virtual CH does not really exist, which is

logically formed by failure-free CHs. In this section, we first

discuss the fault tolerance based on the virtual VCH and

the transmission capability given by the virtual CH. In next

section, we will discuss how to re-direct the sensed data trans-

missions of the virtual CH to be done on failure-free CHs.

Definition 1: The virtual super frame contains two part:

failure-free and fault-tolerant. In these two parts, the sensed

data is originally sent from failure-free and failure-

affected members and then goes through failure-free CHs,

respectively.

Definition 2: The transmission capability of the virtual

CH is defined as how many virtual super frames able to be

transmitted from the virtual CH.

To calculate the transmission capability of the virtual CH,

the following definitions are given, which need to use the

notations of Table 1.

Definition 3: For a super frame, the failure-free energy

consumption ESF1 (the energy taken by the failure-free part

of the super frame) can be estimated as follows.

ESF1 =

Nff
∑

i=1

|CH
ff
i | × Ds × Erx +

Nff
∑

i=1

|CH
ff
i | × Ds × Eda

+

Nff
∑

i=1

Trans(CH
ff
i ,Ds) (2)

where there are three consumption items in the failure-free

energy consumption.
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TABLE 1. Summary of basic notations.

• The first is the energy taken for receiving the sensed

data from all the failure-free members. The total number

of the failure-free member nodes is
∑Nff

i=1 |CH
ff
i |. For

convenience, we assume that each member has the same

size in its sensed data.

• The second is the energy taken for performing the data

aggregation on those received sensed data.

• The last is the energy taken for transmitting the aggre-

gated failure-free part data to the sink node. Most clus-

ter based routing protocols adopts the same-size data

aggregation model, such that the size of aggregated

sensed data is equal to that of one received sensed

data [21], [22]. The size of an aggregated sensed data

is also Ds. In addition to the size of the transmitted

data, the transmitting energy is also dependent on the

distance between a sending node and a receiving node.

Each failure-free CH has different distance with the sink

node. Here, we use Trans(CH
ff
i ,Ds) to represent the

energy consumption of the failure-free CH CH
ff
i for

transmitting its aggregated sensed data to the sink node.

Definition 4: The fault-tolerant energy consumption ESF2
of a super frame can be estimated as follows.

ESF2 =

Nf
∑

i=1

|CH
f
i | × Ds × Erx +

Nf
∑

i=1

|CH
f
i | × Ds × Eda

+AveTrans(Ds) × Etx × Nf (3)

where there are also three consumption items in the fault-

tolerant energy consumption similar to Eq. (2). The failure-

free CHs instead of the faulty CHs receive the sensed data

of failure-affected members, perform the data aggregation on

those sensed data, and transmit the aggregated sensed data

to the sink node. Here, we do not known which faulty CH

is tolerated by which failure-free CH. We use the average

transmission energy consumption AveTrans(Ds) to represent

the average energy consumption of a failure-free CH for

transmitting one aggregated sensed data to the sink node.

AveTrans(Ds) =

∑Nf
i=1 Transmit(CH

f
i ,Ds)

Nf
(4)

Definition 5: The amount EVCH of available energy of the

virtual CH is equal to the sum of the available energy of all

failure-free CHs.

EVCH =

Nff
∑

i=1

ECHi (5)

Definition 6: Based the Definitions 3, 4, and 5, the trans-

mission capability TCVCH of the virtual is

TCVCH =
EVCH

(ESF1 + ESF2 )
(6)

where a virtual super frame has the failure-free and fault-

tolerant parts. The transmission capability can be derived by

EVCH divided by the sum of the failure-free and fault-tolerant

energy consumption.

In addition to the above estimated transmission capability,

the following two parameters are referred in the verification

of the fault-tolerant capability.

• The minimum number DIoT of sensed data from each

cluster of a WSN: In a cluster based WSN, the pro-

cessing data of an IoT application is collected from

the clusters of the IoT WSN. If each cluster cannot

support enough sensed data within a period of time,

the IoT application mission cannot be achieved. For

example, in the IoT application of air qualify monitor-

ing, the WSN senses the air data with the (termperature,

humidity, CO2) format from each cluster and sends back

to the sink node [23]. In the sink node, the air quality

application periodically processes the collected data in

order to provide the analysis information of air qualify.

If a certain number of air sensed data cannot be collected

from a cluster, the analysis outcome of air quality cannot

fully represent the actual air quality of the monitoring

environment.

• The number RIoT of sensed data from each cluster

already received by the sink node. The sink node

receives the sensed data from each cluster. After accu-

mulating a required number of sensed data, the IoT

application begins to be executed.

Definition 7: The verification of the fault-tolerant capa-

bility of the virtual CH: After some CH fails, the demand

number Dd of sensed data from each cluster is first calcu-

lated (DIoT − RIoT ). If TCVCH is large than or equal to Dd ,

the virtual CH can replace all the faulty CHs to transmit

enough sensed data to the sink node for the IoT application

processing. Conversely, the current IoT WSN cannot support
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Dd sensed data from each cluster. In such a case, Dd is

degraded to TCVCH .

C. FLOW-BIPARTITE GRAPH

To achieve the other two features of our approach, we apply

for a flow-bipartite graph. The flow-bipartite graph can also

make that the sensed data transmissions of the virtual CH are

done on failure-free CHs.

Definition 8: A flow-bipartite graph is(FBG) a graph

whose vertices are divided into source and destination sets

(U and V ) such that every edge connects a vertex in U to one

in V. The same amount of input flow f is assigned to each

source vertex of U (ui). Each destination vertex of V (vj) is

attached with a capacity capj. Between U and V, each edge

is associated with a transmission cost tc(ui,vj) and a energy

cost ec(ui,vj). Unlike the classical network flow graph, FBG

has the capacity constrain in each destination vertex, not on

each edge.

FBG is established based on the following steps.

• All faulty and failure-free CHs as the source and destina-

tion vertices setU andV , where ui and vj are correspond-

ing to a faulty CH CH
f
ui and a failure-free CH CH

ff
vj ,

respectively.

• For each source vertex ui, the amount of input flow f is

set to be the demand number Dd of sensed data from

each cluster (see Definition 7).

• The capacity capvj of each destination vertex vj is deter-

mined by the available energy of the corresponding

failure-free CH of vj, which is denoted as follows.

capvj = Avail_energy(CH ff
vj
) (7)

• To determine an edge between ui and vj, we first cal-

culate the largest possible distance between a failure-

affected member of CH
f
ui and CH

ff
vi , as follows.

LDist = Dist
(Fm(CH

f
ui
),CH

f
ui
)
+ Dist

(CH
f
ui

,CH
ff
vi
)

(8)

where Dist is the function for calculating the distance

between two nodes. LDist is calculated by assuming

that the farthest member node of CH
f
ui and CHvj are

located at the opposite directions ofCH
f
ui . In such a case,

the largest possible distance can be estimated.

Then, the LDist is compared with the communication

range of a sensor node. If the former is larger, it rep-

resents that each failure-affected member of CHui can

transmit its sensed data to CHvj . Therefore, an edge is

established between CHui and CHvj .

• The transmission cost of a flow-bipartite edge (ui, vj) is

calculated as follows.

tc(ui,vj) = Dist
(CH

ff
vj

,sink)
+ Dist

(CH
f
ui

,CH
ff
vj
)

(9)

where tc(ui, vj) contains two distance factors. The fist

factor is the distance between CH
ff
vj and sink. If CH

ff
vj

has the small distance with the sink node, CH
ff
vj has

the advantage in the transmitting energy consumption

with the sink node. The second factor is the average

distance of all the failure-affected members of CH
f
ui

with CH
ff
vj . If the average distance is short, the failure-

affected members can save energy consumption in their

sensed data transmissions to the fault-tolerant CH CH
ff
vj .

• The fault-tolerant energy cost of a flow-bipartite edge

(ui, vj) is calculated as follows.

ec(ui,vj) = E
(CH

f
i ,CH

ff
j )

+ E
CH

ff
j

(10)

where ec(ui, vj) also contains two energy factors. The

first factor is the energy taken for CH
ff
j to assist the

transmissions of failure-affected members of CH
f
i to

the sink node. The second factor is the energy taken

for CH
ff
j to transmit the sensed data of itself failure-

free members to the sink node. By referring to Eq. (2),

E
(CH

f
i ,CH

ff
j )

and E
CH

ff
j

can be further denoted as follows.

E
(CH

f
i ,CH

ff
j )

= |CH
f
i | × Ds × Erx + |CH

f
i | × Ds

×Eda + Trans(CH
ff
j ,Ds) (11)

E
CH

ff
j

= |CH
ff
j |×Ds × Erx + |CH

ff
j | × Ds × Eda

+Trans(CH
ff
j ,Ds) (12)

Based on the established FBG, we would like to solve the

minimum cost flow (MCF) problem on the graph.

Definition 9: Given an amount of flow to each input node

of FBG, what is the total minimum fault-tolerant transmission

cost to send all flows from source vertices to destination

vertices of FBG as many as possible?

Based on Definition 8, FBG is a variant of the network

flow graph. There are flow transmission contentions on a

destination vertex since there is a capacity constraint on the

vertex. The well-known MCF solution cannot be applied on

the FBG. We use Integer Linear Programming (ILP) to obtain

the optimal MCF solution of FBG. ILP is a well-known

mathematical technique for solving optimal problems, which

consists of an objective function, several linear constraints,

and an integer solution set [24].

Minimize
∑

∀ui∈U

∑

∀vj∈V

x(ui, vj) × tc(ui, vj) (13)

subject to ∀ui ∈ U ,

∑

∀vj∈V

x(ui, vj) = Dd , (14)

∀vj ∈ V ,

∑

∀ui∈U

x(ui, vj)

× (E
(CH

f
ui

,CH
ff
vj
)
+ E

CH
ff
vj

) ≤ cap
CH

ff
vj

(15)

∀ui ∈ U , ∀vj ∈ V , 0 ≤ x(ui, vj) ≤ Dd (16)

In the above ILP model, Eq. (13) is an objective function,

which aims to minimize the total transmission cost. x(ui, vj)

denotes the number of fault-tolerant transmissions is done

between the faulty CHui and the failure-free CHvj . Eq. (16)

denotes the possible values of x(ui, vj) which is between 0 and

Dd (the demand number of sensed data, see Definition 7).
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tc(ui, vj) has been defined in Eq. (9). Eq. (14) is the transmis-

sion requirement (Dd ) of each faulty CH. For a faulty CH,

its required sensed data transmissions may be satisfied by

more than one failure-free CH. Eq. (15) is the energy con-

straint of each failure-free CH. For a failure-free CH, it needs

to transmit the sensed data of some failure-affected mem-

bers in addition to itself failure-free members. The energy

consumption of those transmissions cannot exceed the own

energy capacity For E
(CH

f
ui

,CH
ff
vj
)
, E

CH
ff
vj

), and cap
CH

ff
vj

, they

have been defined in Eq. (11), Eq. (12), and Eq. (7), respec-

tively We will demonstrate how to apply for the ILP model to

get the optimal MCF solution of FBG in next subsection.

After solvingMCF problem on FBG, the flow transmission

patterns represent which faulty CHwill be tolerated by which

failure-free CHs to carry a certain number of sensed data to

the sink node. In MCF solution, the flow of a source vertex

may be split to multiple destination vertex. This means that

the required fault-tolerant transmissions of the faulty CH

are completed by two or more failure-free CHs. It achieves

the feature of fault-tolerant load distribution of the proposed

approach. In addition, MCF solution can obtain the total

minimum transmission cost. This fulfills the third feature of

our approach.

FIGURE 4. The heuristic algorithm for solving MCF problem on FBG.

If there are many faulty or failure-free clusters, it will take

much time for solving ILP. Therefore, we also propose a

heuristic MCF-solving algorithm, as shown in Fig. 4.

The heuristic algorithm first sorts the edges of the flow-

bipartite graph in increasing order of the transmission costs as

the setOe. Then, the algorithm runs in iterations. Before itera-

tions, each faulty CH is designated the numberDri of required

fault-tolerant data transmissions asDd (see lines 3-5). In each

iteration, the edge with the minimum cost is selected fromOe.

Based on the selected edge (CH
f
i , CHjff ), we can further get

Dri and the available energy Eoj own by CH
ff
j . Then, we cal-

culate the energy Eri required for transmitting Dri sensed data

between CH
f
i and CHjff (see line 9). By comparing Eri and

Eoj , D
r
i and Eoj are updated. The fault-tolerant transmission

tuples are collected in CHft . In addition, the corresponding

edges are also removed from FBG (see lines 10-21). Next,

the iteration is repeated until there is no edge on FBG. After

ending the iterations,CHft include the fault-tolerant transmis-

sion pairs between faulty CHs and failure-free CHs.

The time complexity of the proposed heuristic algorithm

is O(|E|log|E|), where |E| is the number of edges on the

modelled flow-bipartite graph. The heuristic algorithm con-

sists of two components: edge sorting and edge selection.

The edge sorting takes O(|E|log|E|). In the edge selection,

there areO(|E|) iterations. Each iteration takes constant time.

Overall, the time complexity of the entire heuristic algorithm

is O(|E|log|E|) + O(|E|) ≈ O(|E|log|E|)

D. IMPLEMENTATION

From the above two subsections, we know that the flow-

bipartite graph can be used to form a virtual CH among

all failure-free CHs. Note that the virtual CH provides

fault-tolerant transmissions for all failure-affected members.

To further understand the formation of the virtual CH,

we present the detailed operations in Fig. 5. The formation

process of the virtual CH is initiated after solving MCF prob-

lem on the established FBG. From the MCF solution, we can

get the fault-tolerant relationships between faulty CHs and

fault-free CHs. In addition, it also gives how many failure-

affected members should be served by a failure-free CH.

Next, the sink node delivers the above information attached

on a failure-free message to all failure-free CHs. Upon receiv-

ing the fault-tolerant message, if a failure-free CH is desig-

nated to tolerate one or more faulty CHs, it will broadcast an

advertisement message to the corresponding failure-affected

members and wait for the join message. If the failure-free

CH finds more than allowed failure-affected members, it will

reject the incoming join message. For the failure-affected

member, it may receivemore than one advertisementmessage

from several failure-free CHs. These failure-free CHs are its

potential fault-tolerant CHs. It alternatively sends the join

message to such failure-free CHs. Once it gets the acknowl-

edgment message, it finds the formal fault-tolerant CH and

stops sending the join message.

E. AN EXAMPLE

In this subsection, we illustrate an example to clarify how

to apply for the flow-bipartite graph (FBG) to achieve fault

tolerance. At first, we assume that a WSN of 100 sensor

nodes is divided into six clusters. After a period of time,
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FIGURE 5. The implementation of virtual CH.

some failures occur in three CHs (u1, u2, and u3). The remain-

ing three CHs are failure-free CHs (v1, v2, and v3) which can

tolerate the three faulty CHs. As shown in Fig. 6, FBG has

three source and destination vertices. TomodelFBG, we need

to further set the input flow of each source vertex, the energy

capacity of each destination vertex, and the transmission and

energy costs of each edge. In Fig. 6, the values of the above

parameters on FBG are set by running a simulation exper-

iment to calculate them based on Definition 7 and Eq. (7),

Eq. (9), and Eq. (10), respectively. Based on given FBG of

Fig. 6, its MCF solution can be obtained by the following

ILP model. Note that the ILP model is developed by referring

to Eq. (13) − Eq. (16).

Minimize 2.68 × x(u1, v1) + 0.80 × x(u1, v2)

+ 1.41 × x(u1, v3) + 2.10 × x(u2, v1)

+ 0.47 × x(u2, v2) + 1.71 × x(u2, v3)

+ 2.80 × x(u3, v1) + 3.45 × x(u3, v2)

+ 5.41 × x(u3, v3) (17)

Subject to ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
∑

∀j∈{1,2,3}

x(ui, vj) = 185 (18)

FIGURE 6. An fault-tolerant example using the flow-bipartite graph.
(a) Graph model (b) edge cost setting.

0.06 × x(u1, v1) + 0.07 × x(u2, v1)

+ 0.07 × x(u3, v1) ≤ 23.90

0.06 × x(u1, v2) + 0.07 × x(u2, v2)

+ 0.07 × x(u3, v2) ≤ 1.83

0.06 × x(u1, v3) + 0.07 × x(u2, v3)

+ 0.07 × x(u3, v3) ≤ 11.38 (19)

∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, 3},

0 ≤ x(ui, vj) ≤ 185 (20)

The above ILP model, is solved by IBM ILOG CPLEX

Optimizer [27]. We obtain that the total transmission cost

is 1144.41. The fault-tolerant transmission pairs between
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faulty CHs and failure-free CHs are x(u1, v2) = 20,

x(u1, v3) = 165, x(u2, v1) = 179, x(u2, v2) = 6, and,

x(u3, v1) = 185. The results represent that the first faulty CH

is tolerated by the second and third failure-free CHs which

need to additionally transmit 20 and 165 aggregated sensed

data for the first faulty CH, respectively. The second faulty

CH is tolerated by the first and second failure-free CHs which

additionally transmit 179 and 6 aggregated sensed data for

the second faulty CH, respectively. The third faulty CH is

only tolerated the first failure-free CH which additionally

transmits the required 185 aggregated sensed data.

We also solve the MCF solution of the exemplified

FBG using our proposed heuristic algorithm. The algorithm

selects the bipartite edges with small transmission costs first.

It obtains the total transmission cost: 1149.4. Compared to the

ILP solution, the total cost difference is 5.01. The heuristic

algorithm also gets the following fault-tolerant transmission

pairs: x(u1, v1) = 20, x(u1, v3) = 165, x(u2, v1) = 159,

x(u2, v2) = 26, and, x(u3, v1) = 185.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We used NS2 with incorporation of MIT uAMPS LEACH

module [25], [26] to perform simulation experiments for

making the performance comparisons among our approach

and related approaches. To solve the formulated ILP model

of the proposed approach, we adopted IBM ILOG CPLEX

Optimizer to obtain the optimal solution [27].

Based on the two well-known basic CH fault-tolerant

concepts, the related approaches of Section II-C can be

further classified into new cluster head generation without

data aggregation (NHG_NonDA) [13], new cluster head gen-

eration with data aggregation (NHG_DA) [14]–[16], join-

ing the closest existing CH with the distributed manner

(JCECHDM ) [9], [10], and joining the existing CHwith mul-

tiple factor consideration (JECHMF) [11]. For our approach,

the optimal solution based on ILP and heuristic solution

have been presented in Section III. The two versions of the

proposed approach are based on the virtual CH and flow-

bipartite graph techniques, which are called asVCHFBG_ILP

and VCHFBG_Heuristic.

A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

We assume there is a 100 * 100 square field with 1000 sen-

sor nodes randomly deployed in this field. For those sensor

nodes, 10% of nodes are powerful sensor nodes. The initial

energy of a powerful sensor node is twice that of a normal

sensor node. The sink node is located on the coordination

(50, 50) of the field. The size of the sensed data is 500 bytes.

We refer to the given energy model and energy parameters

of [28] to calculate the transmitting and receiving energy

consumption of sensor nodes. The energy model is illustrated

in Fig. 7. Moreover, the energy parameters used in simulation

experiments are summarized in Table 2. The stable election

protocol (SEP) [29] is used to perform clustering among

heterogeneous sensor nodes at the beginning of each round.

In a round, the failure threshold value is set to be 0.2 (0.5).

FIGURE 7. Energy model.

TABLE 2. Energy parameters.

Then, each CH is attached with a random failure occurring

probability. If the random probability is less than 0.2 (0.5),

the CH is a faulty CH. Here, the two failure thresholds can

generate two different numbers of faulty CHs in each round.

Compared to 0.2 failure threshold, 0.5 failure threshold has

more faulty CHs. Based on the above settings, we perform

50 simulation runs to measure the following metrics:

• Average backup energy consumption: The backup node

of a faulty CH may be a serving member of the faulty

CH (generation based method) or a failure-free CH (join

based method). The backup node will take energy to

receive these additionally sensed data from the failure-

affected members. Furthermore, the backup node also

needs to transmit the additionally sensed data to the

sink node. This metric is to measure the average energy

consumption taken by a backup node for fault tolerance.

• Average failure-affected energy consumption: The

failure-affected members transmit their sensed data to

the backup node instead of the faulty CH. This metric

is to measure the average energy consumption taken by

the failure-affected members of a faulty CH.

• Network lifespan after fault tolerance: The backup nodes

instead of faulty CHs perform sensed data transmis-

sions After fault tolerance, the WSN network lifespan

is dependent on the minimum and maximum numbers

of transmissions offered by the backup nodes. Note

that the minimum and maximum numbers denotes the

lower-bound and upper-bound of the network lifespan,

respectively.

B. SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 8 shows the comparisons of the average backup energy

consumption at two different failure thresholds. The backup

node of a faulty CH needs to receive, aggregate, and transmit

the sensed data of the corresponding failure-affected mem-

bers. It meets the expectation that our VCHFBG_Heuristic

and VCHFBG_ILP approaches have less backup energy con-

sumption than others. The two approaches can reduce at

least 84% of average backup energy consumption than oth-

ers. In the two approaches, the bipartite-flow graph is first

used to model the fault tolerant relationship between faulty
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FIGURE 8. Average backup energy consumption (1mJ = 10−3joule).
(a) Failure threshold = 0.2 (b) failure threshold = 0.5.

CHs and failure-free CHs. Based on the graph, the MCF

problem is solved on the graph for selecting failure-frees

CHs with smaller transmission cost as fault-tolerant CHs.

Due to this feature, fault-tolerant CHs of our approach

can take less energy consumption. By comparing our two

approaches VCHFBG_Heuristic and VCHFBG_ILP, they

have similar values in the average backup energy consump-

tion. This also means the solution of the heuristic algorithm

is nealy same as that of the ILP modeling. Among six

approaches, NHG_NonDA approach has the largest backup

energy consumption. In this approach, the backup node is

a normal member. It has not the data aggregation func-

tionality to combine the sensed data of multiple failure-

affected members. However, if the selected backup node

is a powerful member with the data aggregation function-

ality, the average backup energy consumption is less than

JCECHDM and JECHMF. For JCECHDM and JECHMF

approaches, they use existing failure-free CHs to tolerate the

faulty CHs. Unlike NHG_NonDA and NHG_DA, the backup

node is not selected from the cluster of the faulty CH.

JCECHDM and JECHMF approaches has larger receiving

energy consumption to receive the sensed data of failure-

affected members. If the backup nodes of JCECHDM and

JECHMF approaches has not shorter distance with the sink

node, the two approaches will take larger energy consumption

than NHG_DA.

From Fig. 8, we can also observe that the smaller failure

threshold has less average backup energy consumption for

all approaches. In smaller failure threshold, there are fewer

faulty CHs. From the view point of whole WSN, there are

also fewer failure-affected members. The backup CHs can

take less energy consumption for perform the fault-tolerant

transmissions of those members.

FIGURE 9. Average failure-affected energy consumption (1mJ =

10−3joule). (a) Failure threshold = 0.2 (b) failure threshold = 0.5.

For the average failure-affected energy consumption, it is

measured in Fig. 9. This metric is strongly dependent on the

average distance between the failure-affected members and

their common backup CH. In NHG_NonDA and NHG_DA

approaches, the backup CH is selected from serving mem-

bers of the faulty CH. The failure-affected members and

the backup CH have smaller distance than other approaches

since they are within the same cluster. The two approaches

has smaller average failure-affected energy consumption.

We can also see that these two approaches have the same

values in this metric since they adopt the same backup CH

selection method. Unlike the two approaches, the backup

node of a faulty CH in other approaches is selected from

existing failure-free CHs that are not in the cluster of the

faulty CH. In our two approaches, the above concerned dis-

tance factor is particularly considered in the edge cost of the

modelled bipartite-flow graph. Compared to NHG_NonDA

and NHG_DA approaches, our two approaches do not

increase more than 0.04mJ (1mJ = 10−3joule). However,

our approaches have better performance than JCECHDM and
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JECHMF approaches. In addition, in larger failure threshold,

there are more failure-affected members in each faulty clus-

ter. This will reflect larger average failure-affected energy

consumption.

FIGURE 10. Network lifetime after fault tolerance. (a) Failure
threshold = 0.2 (b) failure threshold = 0.5.

Fig. 10 illustrates the lower-bound and upper-bound net-

work lifespan comparisons in terms of the minimum and

maximum numbers of transmissions offered by a backup

node. As shown in the figure, our two approaches have the

larger lower-bound network lifespan. After a period of time,

CHs have different residual energy. In the two approaches,

the modelled bipartite-flow graph can reflect different fault-

tolerant capabilities of failure-free CHs. The more-energy

failure-free CH should burden more fault-tolerant loads than

the less-energy failure-free CH. In addition, the traffic load

of a faulty CH can be distributed to two or more failure-

free CHs. With these features, our two approaches can keep

all failure-free CHs with higher minimum number of trans-

missions offered. In our two approaches, the lower-bound

network lifespans are larger than other approaches. By com-

paring our two approaches, VCHFBG_ILP appraoch has a

better lower-bound network lifespan since it is based on ILP

modeling to distribute the failure-affected transmissions in

an optimal manner. In JECHMF approach, it can also avoid

the failure-free CH with heavy traffic or less energy to be

the backup CH. However, the traffic load of a faulty CH is

taken over by a single failure-free CH. For other approaches,

they may put the traffic load of a faulty CH on the failure-free

CH with non-healthy status (heavy load or less energy). As a

result, failure-free CHs have larger differences in the numbers

of their transmissions offered. Therefore, in such approaches,

there is a smaller lower-bound network lifespan. The smaller

lower-bound network lifespan will cause that some clusters

quickly lose data transmission capabilities.Without sufficient

sensed data, the information processing of the IoT approach

cannot generate precise results.

From Fig. 10, we can also see that the higher failure thresh-

old has a smaller lower-bound network lifespan. In the higher

failure threshold, more failure-affected members should be

served by a failure-free CH on average. This will degrade

the number of transmissions offered to obtain a small lower

bound in the network lifespan.

Based on the above simulation results, we can see that our

approach has the best performance in the average backup

energy consumption and the lower-bound of network lifes-

pan. For the metric of average failure-affected energy con-

sumption, our two approaches hasve higher overhead than

NHG_NonDA and NHG_DA approaches. However, the dif-

ference is not more than 0.04mJ. All the previous approaches

are based on the two basic fault-tolerant methods: generation

based and join based (see Section I). Our two approaches

belong to the join based fault-tolerant method. These two

basic fault-tolerant methods have different trade-offs in the

above three concerned metrics. It is difficult to desing

an approach with the best performnace in all the three

mtrics.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the fault-tolerant cluster based routing

issue in IoT WSNs. Considering the heterogeneous property

for the sensor nodes of IoT WSNs, the powerful sensor

node is usually with more energy and the data aggregation

functionality than a normal sensor node. The powerful sensor

node is also suitable to act the CH role. When a CH fails,

another failure-free CH should be used to be the backup

CH to continuously serve the transmissions of the failure-

affected members. However, faulty CHs may have differ-

ent transmission loads for their respective failure-affected

members. In addition, failure-free CHs also have different

residual energy. If a heavy-load faulty CH is tolerated by

a less-energy failure-free CH, the original traffic load of

the failure-free CH will be severely affected. To efficiently

tolerate CH failures, the proposed approach used two tech-

niques: virtual CH and bipartite-flow graph. Based on the

virtual CH, we can estimate themaximum fault-tolerant capa-

bility offered by failure-free CHs. In addition, the virtual CH

alsomakes failure-free CHs preserve the necessary energy for

their original traffic loads. Then, extra resources are utilized

to tolerate the faulty CHs. The bipartite-flow graph canmodel

the fault-tolerant possibilities between faulty CHs and failure-

free CHs. To solve the MCF problem on the graph, we can

obtain the optimal fault-tolerant transmissions pairs with the

minimum cost. Moreover, two or more failure-free CHs can

commonly tolerate the faulty CH with heavy load. The simu-

lation experiments were performed to compare the proposed

approach with other approaches. The simulation results show
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that the proposed approach has the best performance in the

average backup energy consumption and network lifespan.
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